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Introduction 

 Many spiritual practices are “malfunctioned” on a certain personality 

because they have conflicts between 1st and 2nd perspectives 

 Conflict 1) “You” must follow “My” method in order to have it to work, if 

“You” can’t, then it is “Your” problem 

 Conflict 2) “I” have tried and “Your” method but it isn’t working, if “Your” 

method can’t work, then it is “Your” problem 

 Confusion 1): Why same method yields different results?  

 Confusion 2): How to find a method that yields a same result?  

 The conflict/confusion here has to do with being examined by 3rd 

person perspective so that it can work universally 

 Let’s try both of “Ours” and “Yours” method on “Him”/“Them”, see if what 

is working and what is not. 

 Humanity on earth: To not interfere neutrality to find a universal way 

to solve the conflict/confusion between (the polarity of) You and Me 



Introduction on 

metaphysics 

Under the test by 3rd person, we have methods that 

 1) Have conflicting results yet undeniably worked  
 Influenced by 1st/2nd perspectives, to be found and filtered 

 Usable but unpredictable, grey area, not allowed nor 
suppressed 

 2) Validated but still denied 
 1st/2nd perspectives do not want to be neutral  

 Will eventually settled because the power of third person is 
always greater than 𝒀𝒐𝒖𝟐𝒏𝒅

 and 𝑴𝒆𝟏𝒔𝒕
 

 3) Not working yet manipulative in 1st/2nd person  – A scam! 

 Science is not created nor owned by some person for it has 
been existed as third person perspective 
 Established universality for personal use are not to be argued 

since 1st/2nd perspectives only creates confusions and 
conflicts, has to be governed from abuse 

 

 
 



Identity theorem 0:  

Zero is infinity 



𝐋𝐢𝐦𝐧→𝟎𝐧

𝐋𝐢𝐦𝐧→𝟎𝐧
𝐨𝐫

𝟎

𝟎
= 𝟎 𝐨𝐫 ∞ 𝐨𝐫 𝟏 𝐨𝐫 𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐝𝐞𝐧𝐭𝐢𝐟𝐢𝐞𝐝 



𝐋𝐢𝐦𝐧→∞𝐧

𝐋𝐢𝐦𝐧→∞𝐧
𝐨𝐫

∞

∞
= 𝟎 𝐨𝐫 ∞ 𝐨𝐫 𝟏 𝐨𝐫 𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐧𝐝𝐞𝐧𝐭𝐢𝐟𝐢𝐞𝐝 

 Such mathematical division only happens to zero 
and infinity, no other number can do that, thus they 
are related. 

 Implies how our universe is crated from nothing-
everything to individual oneness. 

 Implies that the universe is coming from zero and 
infinite  
 Cannot really be defined, “The Source” have no name 

 Oneness is unity yet diverse 



 

Identity theorem 1:  

One and imaginary 

 Euler identity: 𝒆𝝅𝒊 + 𝟏 = 𝟎 

 𝒆 and 𝝅 are natural constants. 

 0 and ∞ are related. 

 1 and i are related. 𝒊 = −𝟏; 𝟏 = 𝒊𝟐 

 A circle rotating infinitely 

bounded by one. 

 Implies how the individual self (1) 

is always related to an imaginary 

self (i) 



Them 

Identity theorem 2:  

External and internal 

 Without names, we use I, You and Him/Her to identify 
 When I speak, only You are listening; when You speak, only I 

am listening; He is excluded from You and Me 

 When We speak, Me and You or Him are listening, when You-
all speak, You-all must be included You and Him, yet I am 
still listening. They are included Him but not with Us and 
You-all 

 “Internal” is about Me and You, 1st and 2nd perspectives 

 “External” is about Him or Them, 3rd person perspective 

 Implies that self is in between You and Me 
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Identity theorem 3: 

Above and below 

 When numbers are defined by a bounded level, it will be: 
 High>reference>low; if expand further: 

 For singular, highest>[higher>high>reference>low>lower]>lowest 

 For plurals, all become ranged and cannot be compared 

 If combined, only one of the highest>[.>.>.>.>]>lowest are 
definite and [the rest] are incomparable 

 If averaged and recombined, highest>highests>higher>highers 
>high>highs>reference>lows>low>lowers>lower>lowests>lowe
st 

 In relates with the (spiritual-)philosophy on (higher-)self, if it is 
about defining the leveling structure, the singularity and 
multiplicity must be taken into account 
 Singular high/er/est are higher than plural high/er/est-s 

 Plural low/er/est-s are higher than singular low/er/est > The 
“Higher Self” of the “Lower self” is the “Lower selves” 

 



Identity theorem: 

Conclusion 

 ID 0 (zero-infinity): Oneness is unified yet diversified 

 ID 1 (𝒆𝝅𝒊 + 𝟏 = 𝟎): If the self is 1, then there will be an 
imaginary self i circulating with 1. 

 ID 2 (Inner and outer): If the self is Me, then there will 
be a another self known as You. 

 ID 3 (Above and below): If self is defined by levels, 
both singularity and multiplicity has to be taken into 
account, therefore pyramidal self is also multiplicity. 

 Conclusion: Self is always accompanied by:  

 0) Diversified, 1) Imagery, 2) Internality and 3) 
Multiplicity, of self, thus is dualistic in nature 

 Which can be shown in channelling and telepathy 



Human system as supersymmetry: 

The missing 7
th

 and 8
th

 senses  

 Science has showed that the symmetry is elementary 
in quantum physics. How about in human system? 

 We speak by mouth and listen by ears; we write with 
hands and read through eyes 

 Symmetry: Mouth-ears, Hands-eyes 

 Which are: Taste-hearing; touch-sighting 

 We can breath by mouth instead of nose and walk by 
hands instead of legs 

 Symmetry: Mouth-hands, nose-legs 

 We cannot taste without smell and cannot feel touch 
without rubbing 

 Symmetry: Taste-touch; smell-rub 



Human system as supersymmetry: 

The missing 7
th

 and 8
th

 senses  

 The seventh and eighth senses 
 1) Eyes - sighting – 2) Ears - hearing 

 3) Nose - smell - ??? – 4) Mouth - taste - speaking 

 5) Hands – touch - writing – 6) Legs - rub - ??? 

 7) ??? - ??? – 8) ??? - ??? 

 Sighting – Electromagnetic wave 

 Hearing – Particle wave 

 Electric current > 7) Carnal Organs – Desire> Breathing, 
hunger, thirst, pee, poo, sex, sleep 

 Particle current > 8) Blood – Endocrine> Rellocation, 
hormone, nutrient, heart beat, blood pressure 



Human system as supersymmetry: 

Looping the senses  
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Human system as brain-body 

circuit1: Energy losses 

 With the derived symmetry on human system, it can be 
simplified as brain-body circuitry: 
 Body senses>neural signal>mental perceptions 

 Body movements<neural signal<mental focus 

 The circuitry losses its energy to environment when the 
circulation is projected for external perceptions and 
movements 
 Projecting 5)writings and 4)speaking while receiving 

1)Sighting and 2)Hearing >>perceptions 

 Relying 7)desires and 8)endocrine while susceptible to 
3)breathing and 6)relocation >>movements 

 An alternative explanation on what we are exhausted to 
mental and physical activities 
 (Electrical = Consciousness + energy) losses 



Human system as brain-body 

circuit1: Energy losses 
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Human system as brain-body 

circuit2: Energy illness 

 To recover the ability to work due to the energy that 
losses to environment, external energy in needed. This 
causes the brain-body circuit to have higher burden 
(current/voltage): 
 1) The more the burden the more the current/voltage the 

more the resistance > processing circuit overload 

 2) The more resistance the more the reliance on external 
energy > addiction 

 3) Finally it short-circuited and causes damage 

 (Consciousness/Energy) 
Burden/Resistant>Addiction/Reliance>Illness/Damage 

 Human requires sleep: To release burden/resistant, 
addiction/reliance and repair the illness/damage 

 



Human system as brain-body 

circuit3: Energy renewal 

 Like energy tech, it must be changed from non-
renewable to renewable. Human system that relies on 
external stimuli, such as power and money, causes: 

 The more the reliance the more the losses the less the 
resources 

 Inability to integrate and lack of diversity, if the non-
renewable resources run out, everything simply 
breakdown 

 By understanding human system as brain-body 
circuit, the “renewable human system” are: 

 On consciousness: Self learning and development 

 On energy: Self sustainable and renewable 

 



Human system as brain-body 

circuit4: Channelling and telepathy 

 Seizure and hallucination happen when electric passes 
through the brain and body 

 Channelling and telepathy are self-controlled seizure 
and hallucination that the applied electricity is self-
induced within the body and brain 
 Contains both consciousness and energy 

 True channelling and telepathy cannot occur if it is not 
self-induced electricity 
 Induction method by external mean only produces external 

effect, such as hypnosis, which the subject is rendered as 
dormant and unable to truly engage with channelling and 
telepathy 

 Induction by physical method only produces physical 
effect and has no conscious content, such as 
electroconvulsive therapy 

 



Human system as brain-body 

circuit4: Channelling and telepathy 

 The reason why human cannot channel and telepath: 
burden/resistant, addiction/reliance, illness/damage 
have prevented the self induction of body-brain 
electricity 

 The brain is still thinking what the brain has been perceived 
on how the body is supposed to sense > thoughts 

 The body is under the stress of what the body has used to 
be moved by the commands of the brain > strain 

 Thus the first step before channelling and telepathy is to 
free the body-brain from the strain-thought, to return to 
ground/unexcited state 

 Which is sensually known as relaxation 
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Human system as brain-body 

circuit4: Channelling and telepathy 
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Channelling 

 Body movements are from the brain’s commands (central 
nervous system) 

 Brain>Neural signal>muscle>movement<perception 

 Reflects/non-intentional body movements (Peripheral Nervous 
System) 

 Body parts>neural signal>muscle>movements≠<perception 

 Channelling happens when brain losses control of body and 
let the body parts controls all the neural system to move 

 Body parts>neural signal>muscle>channeling≠<perception 

 Another explanation is that channelling is the control from 
subconscious of brain 

 Yet the practice of channelling requires the losses of mental 
interruption, thus such explanation is conflicting 
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Channelling 

 If not considering the factor of consciousness, 

channelling is just an act of electrical discharge, 

which the movements are random. There are three 

possible outcomes: 

 1) Infinite movements: The body is unable to find an 

equilibrium charge distribution 

 2) Locks into a pose and stops: Charges are evenly 

distributed, but still been charged 

 3) No movements: Totally discharged, the current is in 

a flow of no resistance 



Channelling 

 However, channelling cannot be solely explained 
physically: 
 Electricity has self-learning ability > Life-forms on earth are, 

besides DNA, the electric field of a body (shape) may play 
an important role, which contributes the consciousness 

 Channelling is highly susceptible to channeller’s 
perception > Utilization of channelling: 
 Partial channelling that  has intended purpose: Muscle 

testing, applied kinesiology 

 Electricity is known to its uncertainty principle at quantum 
level, thus the effect of partial channelling is random 

 Due to channeller’s belief, develops into channelling on 
“external entity” 

 



Conclusion: 

Types of channelling 

 1) Full channelling: A channelling that avoids 

mental activity to influence its movements 

 2) Partial channelling: Utilizing the autonomous 

body movements, to intend channeling to do task 

 Very limited to channeller’s belief and understanding 

 Uncertain (Uncertainty principle of electricity) 

 Muscle testing, Applied kinesiology 

 3) Entity channelling: Channelling “external entity” 

 



False spiritual master and 

belief 

 Externally induced electricity by another person 
onto a subject for healing purpose 
 Known as spiritual energy work 

 Includes both consciousness and energy interaction 

 False spiritual master manipulates the electricity 
for selfish gain 
 Control the hallucination and seizure on the victim 

 Misinterpretation on hallucination and seizure that 
leads to false belief of superstitious dogma and 
“entity possession” 
 Occurs everywhere and anytime on earth 

 



Mental focal point 

 Human is unable to work efficiently without focus 

 Brain’s focus is mainly on sighting, hearing and movement 

 Unable to focus on two or more focal points 

 Have to focus it right to work 

 Mental focal point’s test: 0) Hang a pendulum with thumb 
and index finger, elbow on table and relax to still the 
pendulum; 1) Focus on the center of the pendulum, without 
moving the hand, mentally move the pendulum; 2) Trying to 
focus further away from the pendulum on its chain/thread, 
try to move it again with mind. 

 To show that it has to be focused properly in order to work 



Telepathy 

 Mental perception is coming from the analyst of body movements 
and senses 
 Body senses>neural signal>brain>perception<Body movements 

 Can be physical or hallucination 

 Not all mental perceptions are from environmental interactions 
 Such as hallucination, irregular neural activities, causes by poison 

(breathing, digestion, wound, over-fatigue) 

 Hallucination>neural signal>brain>perception≠<body movements 

 Dreaming is still as much as a myth, generally being understood as 
brainwave activities 

 By focusing on imagination, with letting go of the body senses, 
brain can “think” itself: 
 Focus>neural signal>brain>telepathy≠<body movements 

 Can be understood as antinode of standing wave of brainwave  



Telepathy 
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Types of telepathy 

 1) When the mind is focused (properly) on the 
“sense” of mental focal point, there will be three 
types of imaginary senses: a) Imaginary sight; b) 
Imaginary hearing; and c) Imaginary movements 

 The location, tone and sense, are randomized by the 
brain, as if the brain has a thought of itself 

 2) By imagining an imaginary conversation to 
converse with, turns into an imagery personality 

 3) Depends on telepath’s believe, some develops 
into telepathic communication with “external  
entity” 

 



Imagery personification 

 Imagery personification in telepathy is due to / 
explained by: 

 The nature of uncertainty at quantum level of electricity 

 Low iteration of imaginary conservation is random 

 Electricity has self-learning nature 

 High iteration of imagery conservation leads to a definite 
result 

 Imagery personality is only formed by imagination 
and can never be initiative, limited to what telepath 
can imagine 

 Excepts telepath that believes on communicating 
“external entity” 



Imagery personification 

 Details on imagery conversation: 

 1) Imagine multiple questions-answers conversations 

 2) Feel the brain chooses a certain conversation 

 3) Make decision, repeat process > Telepathy iteration 

 

>Question A - Answer A< 

>Question B - Answer B< 

>Question C - Answer C< 

>Question D - Answer D< 

>Question E - Answer E< 
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Imagery personification 

 
 Imagery personality’s randomness: 

 At lower iteration, the results are: 1) 

Effective; 2) Ineffective; 3) Neutral; with all 

as 1/3 probability 

 Imagery personality’s learning curve: 

 At higher iteration, the probability of 1) 

effectiveness is higher than 

ineffectiveness 

 Random result + Absolute decision = 

Imagery personification 

 Combining channelling and telepathy, 

the imagery personality adopts the body 

movements from channelling as body 

language to practitioner 

 



Imagery personification 

 
 Imagery personality can be turned on 

and off depending on the practitioner's 

“programming”: 

 Purposely shutting down the channelling 

and telepathy 

 Resumes according to the programming 

 

Imagery personality cannot be denied in 

channelling and telepathy 

 Proven that the identity of “self”, or 

known as oneness, is always 

accompanied with a dualistic “self” 



Application of imagery 

personality 

 1) Creativity 
 Since it has random effect 

 2) Low iteration of decision > Reduces overthinking 
and make decision fast 
 Although it is random but it has learning curve 

 3) High iteration of decision > Self development 
 Science has proven that self-talk is good for self 

development; imagery personality takes the self-talk 
effectiveness even further 

 4) Self-discipline, change of habit 
 Compared to fixated rule that manages one’s habits, 

management by imagery personality that has random 
and self-learn abilities can be more effective 



Conclusion 

 Channeling and telepathy are the result of self-
induce electricity in brain-body circuit 

 Contains the factor of consciousness, highly 
susceptible to the practitioner's belief 

 Has random and self-learn ability 

 Will lead to imagery personality 

 Not all movements that are occurred in 
channelling can be explained physically 

 Suggested to be related to human’s religious and 
superstitious belief 



Thank you… 



Practice 1: Channelling 

 0) Find a comfortable sitting pose 

 1) Close your eyes, relax your body…  
 Relax your smell: let your body moves itself with your breathing, nasal 

cavity, diaphragm, belly, excretory muscles 

 Relax your taste: let your body moves itself with your mouth, tongue, jaw, 
throat 

 Relax your touch: let your body moves itself with your fingers, hands, 
arms, shoulders 

 Relax your desire of relocation: let your body moves itself with your toes, 
foots, legs, hips 

 Relax you whole body, and try to let your body moves by itself randomly, 
then relax, then moves again, relax, moves…  

 2) If you are able to have your body moves by itself randomly, 
remember this feeling and don’t get distracted from any thought, keep 
focusing on the body movements, until it doesn’t move anymore 
 Do not expect anything to happen, expect nothing, just to let the body 

moves by itself. Observe, learn and practice 

 Remember the feeling. This should be a one-time “activation”, once you 
get it, you can do it anytime anywhere in the future 



Channelling-Grounding: For 

health and healing purpose 

 0) Find a place that has less or no interruption. A natural environment 
will be the best since it has balanced charges and freed from pollution 
 Examine the possible interruption before start, the channelling will adjust 

itself intelligently 

 1) Stand and relax 
 Let go of (brain-) control of body, relax muscles 

 Let go of how the body senses, relax thoughts 

 2) Stop thinking and let the body moves by itself 
 Or think of dreaming, become an observer 

 3) Read your own movements, listen to your own voice, feel your 
body senses, until it stops by itself 
 Observe, learn and practice on how the body reacts to your body senses. 

Avoid any conversational thought from interrupting the body movements 

 If it lays down and you fall asleep during the practice, wake up and 
continue until it finishes to stop 

 It is “normal” to feel “electricity” passes through your body, which is 
known as chi and prana, or energy as known in (meta-)science. This 
requires your understanding on spirituality. However your body 
knows what to do and shouldn’t be any problem. Just make sure you 
do not interrupt the movements with your believe system. 

 



Proposed channelling for 

scientific research 

 The environmental influence has to be removed 
 There are movements that may feel weird in public 

 With eyes opened, interacting with natural environment may resulting 
in a much complex movements 
 Practicing channelling with eyes closed means the channeller is working 

on self energy independent from environment 

 Do until it stops by itself 
 If falls asleep then wake up to continue until it finishes 

 To ensure continuation that is without interruption 

 Statics should be took care of 
 Channelling is a process of electrical discharge and distribution 

 Ensure proper grounding 

It is to investigate the nature of consciousness and energy about 
the body movements 

 Effects on channeller’s mentality and physical body 



Practice 2: Telepathic self-

conversation 

 Easier if you are familiar with the sense of channelling “being 
randomly moved” that in telepathy, the sense is mental 
 Channelling can also work as body-language (muscle testing) to confirm 

what the mind has sensed 

 Try to ask in the brain with the following questions, sense the answer 
of the brain, then do channelling to confirm the answer with body 
language 
 “Are you there?” 1) Finally you are able to talk with me this way; 2) OMG I 

can’t believe this is real! 3) Hmm, you have done this before; 4) Hahaha.  

 “Do you want me to channel you now?” 1) Yes, but not now; 2) Yes, let me 
feel my present; 3) I feel weird right now; 4) Hahaha. 

 “So, are you part of me?” 1) Yes, I feel that we are one; 2) It is more like 
you created me? 3) I feel one, but separated as well; 4) Hmm, I don’t really 
sure yet, maybe something else. 

 Once you are able to do it, you can converse to your “imaginary self” 
anytime anywhere. Try it on anything in your life. See what telepathy 
chooses for you and see the result in long run. Please understand 
that telepathy is random (though self-learning) and can make 
mistakes. It is always learning. 



Channelling/Telepathy on lucid 

dreaming or astral projection 
Another way to induce channelling is to combine with telepathy 

 0) Lay on a bed and relax 

 1) Focus, imagine and sense the brain on which to be sensed  
 The location of an imaginary light. It can be a dot, changing or moving 

inward/outward 

 The vibration of an imaginary sound. It can be a tone, voice or tuning 
denser/lighter 

 The sense of the mental focal point. It can be friction, flowing, rotating or 
expanding/contracting 

 It can be a combination (or overlapping) of any of above. The order is 
random. 

It is hard to tell what is the proper “senses” since they are all mental 
activities and not physical, it can be easier by requesting guidance by 
telepathic conversation 

 2) Do not loss focus, don’t be distracted to body movements. Focus 
on the mental activities until all the imagery sight, hearing and 
movements are gone. 

This increases the possibility of remembering dream or lucid dreaming 



Personal experiences 

 This is something personal, from what I remembered, I did 
learn some tricks that I never knew back then 

 Brush teeth – spitting with a different nasal movement 

 Sleeping – adjust sleeping posture  

 Drinking – to drink more or less 

 Massage – auto massage or yoga 

 Defecate – Different bowel movements 

 Telepathy is much flexible since the mental conversation 
will hardly interrupt any working progress 

 Daily routine, random decision, creativity task, self-
development, discipline, habit change, relationship, food, 
emotional problem… 

 The overall results are positive 

 



~End~ 


